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Mg ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF SOME INTERPLANETARY DUST PARTICLES Tezer M. Esat and S.R. 
Taylor, Research School of Earth Sciences, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia. 

We present Mg isotopic data on 5 interplanetary dust particles (IDP) provided by the cosmic dust collection 
group at the Johnson Space Center [I]. Experimental evidence and general consensus indicate that the IDP are 
samples of primitive extraterrestrial material probably derived from comets and asteroids. The experimental 
evidence includes the presence of large concentrations of solar wind 4 ~ e  [2], large deuterium excesses [3] and 
the observation of solar flare particle tracks [4]. 

In a previous study [5] by solid source mass spectrometry the Mg isotopic composition of 13 IDP's were 
determined. These particles were grouped into three catagories based on their morphology: (1) chondr i t ic  
aggregates consisting of loosely bound highly porous collection of microscopic (from A to a few pm) grains of 
amorphous material, (2) mafic particles which were monomineralic single crystals or polycrystalline aggregates 
of several large grains often with attached clumps of chondritic aggregate debris and (3) spheres enriched in Ca, 
Al and Ti relative to the chondritic composition of the first two types and with no surficial debris. The mafic crystals 
showed terrestrial Mg isotopic composition. One out of three spheres analyzed had an 11% per mass unit isotopic 
fractionation and three out of the four porous aggregates showed excesses in the normalized 2 6 ~ g / 2 4 ~ g  ratio 
ranging from 3 to 4% with 20  errors of about 1%. Nevertheless, these statistically significant anomalies were 
considered tentative due to the possibility of systematic effects in the direct loading method where the sample is 
run without prior chemical separation. For the Lunatic 1 mass spectrometer, which was used for these 
measurements, presence of intense 2 7 ~ 1  beams can cause interference with the 2 4 ~ g  beam resulting in shifts in 
the measured ratios [6]. The ANU 61-cm triple-cup mass spectrometer is free of interference from scattered 2 7 ~ 1  
beams and both directly loaded and chemically separated samples yield identical Mg data within errors [7]. 

The IDP were received, individually packaged, between two glass slides within a dimple, held by a small 
drop of silicone oil. For isotopic analysis the particle was moved out of the oil droplet using an electrolytically 
etched W needle with a 5 pm diameter tip attached to a micromanipulator. A micro syringe mounted adjacent to the 
needle was used to wash oil residues with dichloroethane. The particle was picked dry with the needle and loaded 
into a dimple filament. The whole procedure was carried out under a microscope on an X-Y stage equipped with a 
heating fixture. The particle was in view all the time and the loading could be positively verified. The filament 
consisted of flat, zone refined rhenium ribbon with a 500 pm hemispherical depression in the middle. The 
depression was filled with silica gel and H3P04 acid prior to loading. This type of filament was prepared following 

an original suggestion by Don Brownlee and was shown to enhance the ionization efficiency as compared to the 
larger 'V' filaments by a factor of 100 [5]. The silica gel used in the present experiments was freshly prepared from 
electronic grade silicon chips and had a very fine (<lpm) grain size. For a typical IDP a 2 5 ~ g  beam of 2x10'13 A 
could be sustained for about 2 hrs. This beam intensity is a factor of 2 larger than previously obtained [5]. A t  pical 
mass spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The blank for the loading procedure was measured using an enriched q5Mg 
spike on three occasions and ranged from 2 to 2.5 pico gm. The Mg blank for the silicone oil was also measured by 
loading a very large quantity (>50 pm3) and was found to be 13 pg. Consequently any trace amounts left following 
washing should contribute a negligible amount of Mg as compared with the 300-800 pg Mg content of IDP's. 

In order to enhance the signal levels at the electrometers and the voltmeters 1012 Ohm feed-back 
resistors were used instead of the usual 1011 Ohm. This results in a degradation of the response time of the 
electrometers. However, for reasonably stable beam currents and static multi-cup data collection the increase in 
the response time is not detrimental to precision measurements. Following the change-over the electrometers 
were re-calibrated using terrestrial standards. Four samples of directly loaded terrestrial pyroxene and spinel, with 
similar Mg contents as the IDP's, gave reproducible results within errors. 

The Mg isotopic data for the IDP's are shown in Table 1. and Fig. 2. Each data point represents about 
2500 ratios with an integration period of 1.28 sec. for one ratio. Compared to the previous measurements [5] the 
statistical errors in s ~ ~ M ~  are about a factor of three smaller. The improvement is partly due to the enhanced beam 
intensity and partly due to the multi-cup data collection mode. None of the particles listed in Table 1 show any 
significant mass fractionation. The +I .5 "/, band (Fig. 2) represents the limits of variation for raw 2 5 ~ ~ 1 2 4 ~ ~  for 
standards due to variable instrumental mass fractionation. Given the small sample sizes for the IDP's the 1.9 "/, 
fractionation for U2001 B10 cannot be considered significant. However, three of the particles show significant 
excesses in 8 2 6 ~ g  ranging from 1% to about 3%. These higher precision data confirm the earlier similar results 
obtained for the chondritic aggregate IDP's [5]. The sphere W7029118, in contrast to the earlier data showing 
mass fractionation effects, has normal fractionation but a 2% excess in 6 2 6 ~ g .  In the earlier work the excesses in 
8 2 6 ~ g  were confined to the porous aggregates. A certain amount of ambiguity arises in trying to classify the 
present IDP. Inspection of scanning electron micrographs [ I ]  of the first four particles shows fine structure within 
each particle. However, the particles appear to have a solid appearance in contrast to the distinctly grainy 
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appearance of the best examples of porous aggregates. In this sense it is not readily apparent that they are 
'true' examples of aggregate type IDP's. Nevertheless, the present data obtained with a completely different 
instrument at another laboratory confirms the isotopically anomalous nature of these dust particles. 

The assignment of anomalies to 2 6 ~ g  is not unique. The data could also be explained by an excess in 
24Mg or a deficiency in 2 5 ~ g .  Th ree~ss i b l e  explanations can be advanced to account for the nature c~f th. 
observed effects: (1) The excesses in 6 ~ g  are due to the decay of 2 6 ~ l .  In this case the low 2 7 ~ ~ 2 4 ~ g  ratiasaf 
typically 0.05 require a very large initial 2 6 ~ ~ 2 7 ~ ~  of 0.01 - in contrast to the usual 5x1 o - ~ .  (2) The effects are due 
to intrinsic heterogeneity in the Mg isotopes and relate to preserved material predating the formation of the so&r 
system. This hypothesis is in accord with the assumption that IDP's are most likely related to cometary debris. $3) 
The residence time of interplanetary dust in the solar system is estimated to be about 104 to l o 6  years. T h  
estimated solar wind proton fluence (at 1AU with 1keV energy) over this time span is l o A 9  to 1021 per em2. 
Compressing the time period to, say, one day, these figures are equivalent to bombardment by 200 pA/cm2~f  
protons for 24 hours. Recent laboratory experiments we have undertaken in sputtering [8] show that n ~ g l  
quantities of material can be sputtered by such a fluence. Therefore, it is highly likely that IDP's have haw 
subjected to at least several episodes of sputter-erosion and condensation. Such a scenario fits well with kha 
amorphous, fluffy and porous aggregate appearance of some IDP's. Moreover, we have shown [8] that sputtrarrsd 
Mg exhibits excesses in 8 2 6 ~ g  with no accompanying mass dependent fractionation. Although aur resuki far 
sputtered Mg have not as yet been independently confirmed, they provide a ready explanation for the o b s c s d  
effects in the IDP's. 

Ref.: [ I ]  U.S. Clanton et al., Lunar planet. Sci. 13(1982)109; [2]R. S. Rajan et al., Nature 267(1977)133; 
[3]K.D. McKeegan et al., Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 49(1985)1971; [4] J.P. Bradley & D.E. Brownlee Met. b. 
Conf. 47(1984)u-1; [5] T.M.Esat et al.,Science 206(1979)190; [6] T. Lee et al., Geochim. Cosmochim. A& 
41 (1 977) 1473; [7] T.M. Esat, Nucl. Instr. B5(1984)545; [8] T.M. Esat & S.R. Taylor LPS XV11(1986)208. 

Table 1. Magnesium isotopic composition of 
interplanetaw dust particles 

Sample Size* Mg? ~ractionaticn# Mg ' 
) cmtent A ( ~ M ~ D M ~ )  go(prmil) Fig. 2. Mg isotopic composition of interplanetary 

(lo-12g) D @er mil) dust particles. 

Chondriuc: 
U2001B10 19x27 380 1.9 f 0.1 - 0.15 f 0.39 
W7027A13 2 5 x 3 1  750 1.4f  0.1 0.19 f 0.36 
W7027A15 24x  28 600 1 .0f  0.1 0.96 f 0.38 
U2001A8 16x 18 320 0.1 f 0.2 2.86 f 0.54 

Sphere: 
W7029118 17 350 0.0 f 0.1 1.92 f 0.4 

* Dimension determined from SEM image. t Mg content estimated f m  the 
volume of each crystal. # A I ( = M ~ / ~ ~ M ~ )  /O 12362-11 x 1OOO where M 
denotes the measured raw ratio and 25~vIgl'Gg = 0.12362 is the mean value 
for 4 terrestrial samples measured under idmtical conditions as for the IDP's. 
Corrected (c) for fraaionation using the NBS standard value s ~ g / 7 A ~ g  = 
0.12663. a2'Mg = [ (26~g/24~g)c /0 .  140402-11 x 1000. Where 0.140402 is 
the mean for terrestrial samples. 

Fig 1. Scan of Magnesium mass spectrum across cups 1,2 and 3 for 26Mg, * 5 ~ g  and 2 4 ~ ~  respectively. 
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